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Once upon a time there was a beautiful unicorn named Goldie, she had golden hair and a golden horn but was famous for another reason she was famous for being rude mean and annoying.
One day when Goldie was being mean to another animal a fairy came and said you have been mean to everyone I know! Now you will be punished and I am going to take away your colors.
Goldie was pleading to get them back but it was too late the only way to get them back was to do three deeds. Goldie searched far and wide may be even one hundred miles! Then she finally she saw someone to help.
Goldie saw a bear named Ursula and Ursula needed help Goldie said what's wrong? Ursula said she was looking for a den but there was no suitable one Ursula and Goldie walked and walked but then finally found a perfect dark cozy den. Ursula said thank you it made Goldie feel good.
After that she walked and saw Cotton candy the llama. Cotton candy was trying to sell ice cream but it all melted, all of the animals wanted some ice cream too the animals were really disappointed. So, Goldie said I will help. After a lot of thinking she realized that there was no umbrella to block out the sun's light and all of the ice that was keeping the ice cream cold melted.
Goldie went to the supermarket and bought lots of ice! Then she ran home and got her umbrella. Goldie ran back to the ice cream stand with the umbrella in her mouth and the ice in a magical bubble that’s really cold inside that she made with her magic then she ran back to the ice cream stand.
When she got back to the ice cream stand, she saw Cotton candy with more ice cream that didn’t melt yet. Goldie quickly put the umbrella in the umbrella holder and put the ice where the ice cream was. Goldie made so many animals happy too.
When Goldie was going back home, she saw a baby hedgehog which leg trapped in between to huge rocks. Goldie helped him out and the hedgehog looked really scared he was also hurt.
Goldie said how did this happen? The hedgehog replied I was running away from a bear I couldn't catch up to my parents so my parents left me behind the bear was chasing me my parents realised it would be easier to catch me so I ran. I tripped over the rocks which made me fall in between the space of the rocks had and I hurt my paw.
After Goldie heard the story, she used her magic heal his paw. Goldie and the hedgehog walked and looked but finally found the hedgehog’s parents.
The parents were so happy and tried to give Goldie a reward but Goldie said no. After that they talked for a while. When they were done talking Goldie walked home.
All of the sudden it got dark Goldie couldn’t see and she was too tired to use her magic. Goldie tried to walk home but she was just going in a circle. Finally, Goldie cried out help!
Ursula heard her and helped Goldie same with Cotton Candy and the hedgehogs all of them gave Goldie something to use to get home.
Ursula gave Goldie a map so she knows where she’s going. Cotton Candy gave her a torch so she could see. The hedgehogs gave Goldie food and water so if she gets hungry or thirsty, she could drink water or if Goldie gets hungry, she could eat food.
Goldie thanked them and then started walking home. When she got home, she went straight to bed. The next day Goldie got her colors back!
Goldie also saw a letter one her bed it said. Dear Goldie you have been super nice yesterday you also did three good deeds. You got new friends and I am really happy about that! I hope you will never be mean again because I don’t want to take away your colors again. Since, you have been really nice I gave you back your colors back. Make sure to always be kind. Your friend fairy.
Goldie was really happy. When Goldie went outside, she had lots of fun with her new friends and never ever been mean or lost her colors again.

The End